Planets D6 / Shalyvane
Name: Shalyvane
Region: Outer Rim Territories
Sector: Indrexu sector
System: Shalyvane system
Suns: 1: Kavaan'oa
Moons: 3
Grid coordinates: S-5
Primary terrain: Rocky deserts, Hills, Mountains, Caves
Points of interest: Circle of Kavaan
Native species: Em'liy
Primary language(s): Em'liy
Major cities: Chinshassa (capital)
Description: Shalyvane was a planet in the Outer Rim Territories. It was conquered by the Galactic
Empire, which drove the native Em'liy out of their capital, Chinshassa.
Shira Brie, when she infiltrated the Rebel Alliance, claimed she was a native of Chinshassa, and that its
Human population had been wiped out by the "barbarian" Em'liy. When the Em'liy told the truth of their
history to Luke Skywalker, Luke found a holographic message left in Chinshassa by Darth Vader, which
revealed Shira as the double-agent she was.
Chinshassa
Chinshassa was the capital city of the planet, Shalyvane. Former Rogue Squadron pilot, Shira Brie, once
claimed that Chinshassa was her hometown. She told Luke Skywalker that when she was a little girl, a
group of savage warriors known as the Em'liy raided Chinshassa and wiped out her people. This was
later revealed to be a lie however, as it was proven that the Em'liy were actually the native denizens of
Chinshassa, not Brie's people.
In 3 ABY, Luke Skywalker, Shira Brie, Captain Hanc Thorben, and Wald arrived in Chinshassa to assist
Brie in a personal, private mission. They encountered a group of Em'liy warriors at a sacred site known
as the Circle of Kavaan. Believing the Em'liy to be raiders, Skywalker and the others aided Brie in driving
them away from Chinshassa.
Circle of Kavaan
The Circle of Kavaan was the name of a religious cairn located on the outskirts of Chinshassa, the capital
city of the planet Shalyvane. The circle was a sacred place of worship for the indigenous species known
as the Em'liy and named for their god Kavaan.

At some point during the Galactic Civil War, the Empire discovered that Rebel Alliance forces had been
setting up small outposts in Chinshassa. Emperor Palpatine ordered a squad of TIE bombers to raze the
city and eradicate the Rebel influence. Many of the sacred stones at the Circle of Kavaan were laid waste
and the site fell into ruin. The Em'liy people, their spirit broken, reverted to a state of barbarism and
became a wandering tribe of nomadic warriors. The Emperor's propaganda machine projected a false
story claiming that the site had been destroyed due to a colony of Human barbarians. Future generations
of Em'liy warriors took this story as the truth and viciously guarded the ruins from all Human contact.
Three years after the Battle of Yavin, members of the flight group known as Rogue Squadron landed on
Shalyvane and visited the ruins. Pilot Shira Brie told Luke Skywalker the false story of the cairn's
destruction claiming that when she was a young girl in Chinshassa, savage Em'liy marauders raided the
site and slaughtered her family. After telling her tale, a tribe of Em'liy discovered the Rogues near the
circle ruins and attacked them. The Rebels took cover behind the stones and fought back blasting at
every warrior they could find. Shira Brie managed to get to her fighter and rained blaster fire down upon
the Em'liy, dispelling their forces.
A few days later, Luke Skywalker returned to Shalyvane and met an old Em'liy named G'hinji Dros.
G'hinji told Luke the true story of the Circle of Kavaan's history and Luke discovered that Shira Brie was
actually an Imperial agent.
Shira Brie maintained a special holoprojector buried beneath the stone ruins of the Circle of Kavaan. It
could only be activated by physical contact with Human blood. By pretending to partake in a blood-letting
ritual at the circle, Shira was able to send coded communications to her true master, Darth Vader. Luke
later sliced open his own palm and used his blood to activate the holoprojector.
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